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This collection of favorite herbal recipes and formulas includes a range of herbal preparations 
as well as herbal medicine incorporated into foods. Feel free to print out the recipes to have on 
hand. Here is a list of the recipes you will find.

The provided information is for educational purposes. It is not intended to take the place of personalized 
medical counseling, diagnosis and treatment from a trained health professional. 



Insomnia Tea
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For those who experience frequent insomnia, this is a lovely tea to sip on before bed. It’s a nice 
soothing and calming remedy. The tea should taste good so there is motivation to drink it. 

The ingredients in the tea tonify, nourish and feed the nervous system. In addition to being ben-
eficial sleep aids, these herbs help calm stress and anxiety. They are gentle and safe enough for 
children, yet very effective even for adults. 

This recipe uses “parts” as measurement. If you are making a small amount, then parts can be 
teaspoons. If you would like to make a larger batch for storage, parts can be tablespoons or cups.

To Make the Tea

Mix all of the herbs together. It’s best to make a large batch to have ready when you want it. 
Store in a jar with a tight fitting lid and keep in a cool, dark location.

To make 1 cup of tea, heat 1 cup of water in a pan. When the water begins to boil, take the pan 
off of the stove and add 1 teaspoon of the herb mixture. Cover the pan and steep the herbs for 
5-10 minutes. Strain into a cup for sipping.

Ingredients:
   
3 parts German chamomile
1 part oat tops and/or oatstraw
1 part passionflower
1 part spearmint



Pain Massage Oil
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This formula includes four herbs that have a historical use for pain management. They all help 
to reduce painful sensations, each working in a slightly different way, such as helping to reduce 
inflammation or helping to bring a fresh blood supply to an area. 

This herbal preparation is made into an oil that can be massaged into the skin at the point of 
pain. It can also be made into a salve to make it easier to carry in a purse or bag.

This recipe uses “parts” as measurement. If you are making a small amount, then parts can be 
teaspoons. If you would like to make a larger batch for storage, parts can be tablespoons or cups.

To Make the Oil

Select a small jar with a wide mouth and a tight fitting lid, such as canning or ball jar. This 
could be 4 ounce, 1/2 pint or pint size depending on the amount of oil you want to make.

Place enough herbs in the jar until there is at least 1/2 inch of space remaining at the top. Add 
olive oil to the top of the jar, using a spoon or knife to push any air bubbles out. Cover tightly 
and place in a sunny windowsill or warm location for two weeks. Strain well with a cheese-
cloth, reserving the oil and composting the herbs. Store in a clean jar with a tight fitting lid. 
Massage into skin as needed. 

Ingredients:
   
3 parts willow bark
3 parts wild lettuce
2 parts St. John’s wort
1 part cayenne
Olive oil, enough to cover the herbs



Elderberry Syrup
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Elderberry syrup is an old-time recipe passed down from generation to generation. While it is a 
well-known cold and flu remedy, you may want to make it simply for its delicious flavor.

Elderberries are high in vitamins A and C, as well as bioflavonoids which all help to boost the 
immune system. The ginger, cinnamon and cloves are decongesting and warming to the system. 
This syrup is both antiviral and antibacterial, a perfect combination for wintertime illnesses. 

This recipe can be made ahead of time, before the cold and flu season starts and stored in the 
refrigerator for several months. 

To Make the Syrup

Place all ingredients in a pan and simmer on low heat until the liquid reduces by half, about 
45 minutes. Mash the elderberries in the pan with the back of a spoon and let cool enough to 
handle. Strain the ingredients out using a cheesecloth, discarding the solids and keeping the 
liquid. Add honey and mix well. Store in a jar with a tight fitting lid. 

Take 1 Tablespoon a day as a preventive. For illnesses, take 1 Tablespoon every two hours 
beginning right at onset and continuing for few days. For children, use 1 teaspoon. If using 
raw honey, do not give to children under the age of one year old.

Ingredients:
   
3 cups water
1 cup black elderberries
1 Tablespoon peeled, chopped ginger
3 cloves
1 stick of cinnamon
3/4 to 1 cup honey



Stress & Anxiety Tincture
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This herbal formula for stress and anxiety is made into a tincture for ease and convenience. The 
herbs work in the following ways.

Lemon balm and lemon verbena are nerve tonics and mild nerve sedatives helping to ease ten-
sion. They work by directly relaxing the nervous system, soothing both nerves and muscles. 
Skullcap works well especially if there is exhaustion involved. It relaxes tense situations such as 
headaches and menstrual tension. Oats build and strengthen the overall nervous system.

This recipe uses “parts” as measurement. If you are making a small amount, then parts can be 
teaspoons. If you would like to make a larger batch for storage, parts can be tablespoons or cups.

To Make the Tincture

Select a small jar with a wide mouth and a tight fitting lid, such as canning or ball jar. This 
could be 4 ounce, 1/2 pint or pint size depending on the amount of tincture you want to make.

Place enough herbs in the jar until there is at least 1/2 inch of space remaining at the top. Add 
brandy to the top of the jar, using a spoon or knife to push any air bubbles out. Cover tightly 
and place in a dark location for 6 weeks. Strain well with a cheesecloth, reserving the liquid 
and composting the solids. Store in a clean jar with a tight fitting lid. 

Ingredients:
   
1 part lemon balm
1 part skullcap
1 part lemon verbena
1 part oat tops and oatstraw
Brandy, enough to cover all 
ingredients



Heart Health Glycerite
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This formula is tasty enough to be enjoyable as medicine. The primary herb is hawthorn which 
has been well researched for its positive effects in several cardiovascular diseases. This includes 
lowering blood pressure, lowering cholesterol, lowering triglycerides and helping to prevent 
plaque build up in the arteries. The other herbs in the formula play a supportive roll. Overall, the 
glycerite is antioxidant and anti-inflammatory.

While hawthorn berries are very safe, you should consult your doctor or a qualified practitioner 
if you are on heart medication before consuming hawthorn on a regular basis.

This recipe uses “parts” as measurement. If you are making a small amount, then parts can be 
teaspoons. If you would like to make a larger batch for storage, parts can be tablespoons or cups.

To Make the Glycerite

Select a small jar with a wide mouth and a tight fitting lid, such as canning or ball jar. This 
could be 4 ounce, 1/2 pint or pint size depending on the amount you want to make.

Place enough herbs in the jar until there is at least 1/2 inch of space remaining at the top. Add 
glycerin to the top of the jar, using a spoon or knife to push any air bubbles out. Cover tightly 
and place in a dark location for 6 weeks. Strain well with a cheesecloth, reserving the liquid 
and composting the solids. Store in a clean jar with a tight fitting lid. 

Ingredients:
   
3 parts hawthorn berry, leaf 
and/or flower
1 part motherwort
1 part rose
1/8 part cayenne
Glycerin, enough to cover all 
ingredients



Burn Salve
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This burn salve is an essential part of any good home first aid kit. Keep a tin of the salve handy 
in the kitchen. The salve soothes, heals and provides antibacterial properties.

Making the salve is a two step process. It begins with making an herbal-infused oil and then 
combining it with melted wax. The amount of wax can vary depending on how soft or hard you 
prefer the salve and under what conditions it will be stored.

This recipe uses “parts” as measurement. If you are making a small amount, then parts can be 
teaspoons. If you would like to make a larger batch for storage, parts can be tablespoons or cups.

To Make the Salve

Place enough herbs in a jar with a tight fitting lid until there is at least 1/2 inch of space 
remaining at the top. Add olive oil to the top of the jar, using a spoon or knife to push any air 
bubbles out. Cover and place in a sunny windowsill or warm location for two weeks. Strain 
well with a cheesecloth, reserving the oil and composting the herbs.

Melt the beeswax in a pan on very low heat. Use 3 parts of wax to 8 parts of the
oil. This can be adjusted for consistancy. Once the wax is melted, remove from the heat, add 
the oil and mix well. Promptly put into storage containers. Shallow tins work well.

Ingredients:
   
2 parts St. John’s wort
1 part grindelia
1 part lavender
Olive oil, enough to cover the herbs
Beeswax



Medicinal Roots Recipe
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The star of this medicinal roots recipe is burdock. Surprisingly, it’s not yet a common staple in 
our diets, although it is gaining popularity. You can find it more and more often at the grocery 
store. If you know how to identify the plant, you can easily harvest roots from the wild. 

Burdock root has valuable nutritional and medicinal benefits. Nutritionally, it is a good source 
of iron, manganese, magnesium, phosphorus, potassium and promotes absorption of calcium. 
Burdock nourishes and feeds the liver too. It is a well-known herb for cleansing the liver, blood 
and lymphatic system. This in turn makes it an effective remedy for skin issues. Burdock also 
benefits the digestive system. 

Each of the other ingredients also offer nutritional and medicinal benefits.

To Make the Recipe

You can peel the burdock before slicing for a less earthy flavor. Burdock quickly turns dark 
after peeling or slicing so be sure to cook it right away.

Place all ingredients in a large bowl and toss to coat well with the olive oil. Spread evenly on a 
large baking sheet. Place in the oven on 400 degrees Fahrenheit and bake for 15 minutes. Turn the 
ingredients over and cook another 15 minutes or until tender. Top with optional walnuts or pecans 
and serve.

Ingredients:
   
2 burdock roots, chopped in ½ inch 
slices 
1 sweet potato, peeled and chopped into 
½ inch cubes
1 bulb of garlic, cloves separated and 
peeled
5 sprigs of rosemary
2 Tablespoons olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste
Optional walnuts or pecans



Antibacterial Liniment
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This is an old-time recipe handed down from a man named Jethro Kloss. It is well-known and 
relied upon by many herbalists today.

This liniment is one of the best topical antibacterial remedies that we have. This powerful disin-
fectant is used for poison ivy, cuts, scratches, athletes foot and any type of open, oozing, infected 
wound. 

Be sure to use only organically grown goldenseal since it is at risk of being overharvested from 
the wild. Since the recipe calls for isopropyl alcohol, it is for external purposes only. It will 
briefly sting upon application. 

To Make the Liniment

Place all of the ingredients in a quart size jar with a tight fitting lid. Cover tightly and shake 
to thoroughly mix the ingredients. Place in a dark location for 6 weeks. Strain well with a 
cheesecloth, reserving the liquid and composting the solids. Store in a clean jar with a tight 
fitting lid. 

Be sure to label the liniment with a note stating that it is for external use only.

Ingredients:
   
1 ounce goldenseal
1 ounce myrrh gum
1/4 ounce cayenne
1 pint Isopropyl alcohol



High Calcium Tea
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A cup of this tea contains roughly the equivalent calcium as a cup of milk. Drinking two cups a 
day will provide one half of your daily requirement. This tea has the added benefit of containing 
sufficient amounts of magnesium which is necessary for calcium absorption. In fact, these herbs 
contain many vital minerals as well as vitamins. It’s important to keep your intake of nutrients in 
balance. 

When using herbs for calcium, be sure to use dried. Dried herbs have roughly seven times the 
amount of calcium as fresh. This is because the fresh herbs contain a great deal of water. 

This recipe uses “parts” as measurement. If you are making a small amount, then parts can be 
teaspoons. If you would like to make a larger batch for storage, parts can be tablespoons or cups.

To Make the Tea

Boil two heaping Tablespoons of herb per two cups of water for 40 minutes, then strain. You 
can make two days worth at a time by doubling this amount and storing the second day’s tea in 
the refrigerator. You can drink it cold or reheat it on the stove top.

Alternatively, place four heaping Tablespoons in a quart-sized jar and fill to the top with hot 
water. Cover the jar tightly and let infuse for at least 4 hours up to 8 hours (overnight). Strain, 
and store half in the refrigerator for the following day.

Ingredients:
   
2 parts dried parsley
1 part oatstraw
1 part dried dandelion leaf
1 part dried peppermint



Healthy Squash Soup
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This food as medicine recipe is especially good when cooked up during harvest time as the 
weather turns cooler. The spices help keep the internal body warm as you transition into cold and 
flu season. Cayenne, garlic and turmeric help to boost the immune system. Many of the spices in 
the recipe are anti-microbial and decongesting.

Ginger and turmeric have the added benefit of being anti-inflammatory, reducing pain and im-
proving brain function. This is “feel good” food at it’s finest.

To Make the Recipe

Add olive oil through ginger to a large pot and cook on low for five minutes. Add the squash 
through cayenne and bring to a boil. Add water if necessary to cover all of the vegetables. 
Once boiling, reduce heat to a simmer. Cook until all of the vegetables are very soft, adding 
more water as needed. Use a masher or the back of a wooden spoon to mash the vegetables to 
create a thick bisque. You can also puree in a food processor for a smoother soup. 

Serve in bowls and top with any of the optional ingredients.

Ingredients:
   
2 Tablespoons olive oil
1 onion, chopped
2 celery stalks, chopped
2 tomatoes, chopped
2 cloves garlic, peeled and minced
1 Tablespoon ginger, peeled and minced
1 butternut squash, peeled and diced
2 carrots, chopped
6 cups vegetable stock
2 teaspoons curry powder
1 teaspoon turmeric
Salt to taste
Cayenne to taste
Top with optional chopped chives, 
cilantro and/or toasted squash seeds



Digestive Bitters
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Bitter herbs aid in the digestion of proteins and fats. These herbs are beneficial for digestive is-
sues due to overwork or lack of exercise. They are also helpful when there is digestive weakness 
due to infections.

For overconsumption of food, bitters help reduce associated cramps, bloating, gas and constipa-
tion as well as heartburn. They also resolve irritable bowel syndrome and help normalize bowel 
movements. The benefits of bitter herbs are numerous. Simply take 1/2 teaspoon of bitters 15 minutes 
before your meal.

This recipe uses “parts” as measurement. If you are making a small amount, then parts can be 
teaspoons. If you would like to make a larger batch for storage, parts can be tablespoons or cups.

To Make the Tincture

Select a small jar with a wide mouth and a tight fitting lid, such as canning or ball jar. This 
could be 4 ounce, 1/2 pint or pint size depending on the amount of tincture you want to make.

Place enough herbs in the jar until there is at least 1/2 inch of space remaining at the top. Add 
vodka or brandy to the top of the jar, using a spoon or knife to push any air bubbles out. Cover 
tightly and place in a dark location for 6 weeks. Strain well with a cheesecloth, reserving the 
liquid and composting the solids. Store in a clean jar with a tight fitting lid. 

Ingredients:
   
1 part dried artichoke leaf
1 part dried orange peel pieces
¼ part dried gentian root
¼ part chopped fresh ginger rhizome
¼ part crushed cinnamon stick
¼ part crushed cardamon pods
Enough vodka or brandy to fully cover 
the herbs



Natural Insect Repellent Cream
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While essential oils have long shown to repel insects, they are unfortunately very volatile and 
evaporate quickly. Some are effective at repelling bugs for only 20 minutes. The advantage of 
this repellent recipe is that it includes two ingredients that stabilize and extend the effectiveness 
of the essential oil, therefore repelling insects up to 6-8 hours.

A number of different essential oils have been used to repel insects including eucalyptus, clove, 
basil, peppermint, thyme, cedar, wormwood, turmeric and lemongrass. Lemon eucalyptus essen-
tial oil was selected for this recipe.

Lemon eucalyptus is not for children under the age of three or pregnant women. In these cases 
apply to clothing rather than the skin.

To Make the Cream

Gently and briefly warm the coconut oil in a pan on the stove top on the lowest heat possible 
until it just begins to soften and melt.

Quickly remove from the heat and add the neem oil, vanillin and lemon eucalyptus essential 
oil, mixing well. Transfer right away to a jar with a tight fitting lid. It will solidify as it cools.

Be sure to label your jar.

Ingredients:
   
½ cup (120ml) coconut oil
¼ tsp (6 ml) neem oil
¼ tsp (6 ml) vanillin
36 drops lemon eucalyptus (Eucalyptus 
citriodora) essential oil



Herbal Lemon Tea
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This is a wonderfully cooling recipe. Drink it for its flavor during the hot summer months. The 
herbs have the following medicinal benefits as well.

Lemon verbena is both stimulating and relaxing at the same time and is best known for use to 
ease tension, reduce anxiety and calm nerves. Lemon balm has a tonic effect on the heart and 
cardiovascular system. It also is useful for tension, general exhaustion, stress, anxiety, grief and 
mild depression. Lemongrass has been shown to gently reduce cholesterol and blood pressure. 
Some also use it for pain including headaches. All of the herbs in the recipe aid digestion.

This recipe uses “parts” as measurement. If you are making a small amount, then parts can be 
teaspoons. If you would like to make a larger batch for storage, parts can be tablespoons or cups.

To Make the Tea

Mix all of the herbs together. It’s best to make a large batch to have ready when you want to 
make the tea. Store in a jar with a tight fitting lid and keep in a cool, dark location.

To make 1 cup of tea, heat 1 cup of water in a pan. When the water begins to boil, take the pan 
off of the stove and add 1 teaspoon of the herb mixture. Cover the pan and steep the herbs for 
5-10 minutes. Strain into a cup for sipping.

Ingredients:
   
1 part lemon verbena
1 part lemon balm
1 part lemongrass
1 part dried lemon peel



Coffee Substitute
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For those of us trying to kick the caffeine habit, two herbs make a perfect substitute to the well-
known roasted brew you’re used to. You will not only avoid the caffeine, you will also get the 
added benefits from medicinal plants. These healthy coffee substitute wonders are dandelion root 
and chicory root.

In addition to being digestive aids, they promote beneficial gut flora, stabilize blood sugar and 
increase uptake of calcium and magnesium. The roots are also rich in beneficial nutrients. Both 
plants support liver health and help eliminate skin issues such as acne and eczema.

The best part is that you can harvest these plants from the wild if you wish. They are both 
extremely common. The best time to harvest the roots is in the spring or fall. However, you can 
harvest them anytime of year when the ground is not frozen.

To Make the Coffee

Place the root pieces in a single layer on a baking sheet. Roast in the oven at 350 degrees 
Fahrenheit. Roast the dried roots for up to two hours and the fresh roots for up to eight hours. 
Stir occasionally while roasting. This will also allow you to keep an eye on the roots to pre-
vent burning. The roots will be done when they turn a dark brown. Let cool.

Either grind the roasted roots and brew them similar to making coffee, or boil the chopped 
roots for ten minutes and then strain. Use one teaspoon per cup of water.

Ingredients:
   
1 part dandelion root, chopped
1 part chicory root, chopped



Longevity Elixir
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This longevity elixir is a rich herbal liquor. It builds vitality and overall strength. It does not nec-
essarily make life longer, however it does make life more enjoyable by adding to overall health, 
energy and vigor. The herbs in this recipe work in the following ways.

Rhodiola boosts vitality and inner strength. It is rebuilding and restores the nervous system.
Licorice is building to the adrenals when they are rundown. Astragalus boosts the immune system, 
while also toning and energizing the whole system. Ginger is one the best inti-inflammatory herbs. 
Finally, eleuthero offers mental clarity while also helping the system adapt to stresses that can
take a toll. 
 

To Make the Elixir

Place all ingredients except the black cherry concentrate a jar. Add enough brandy to com-
pletely cover the herbs, using a spoon or knife to push any air bubbles out. Cover tightly and 
place in a dark location for 6 weeks. Strain well with a cheesecloth reserving the liquid and 
composting the solids.  

Add black cherry concentrate in an amount equal to half of the brandy extract. Store in a clean 
jar with a tight fitting lid.

Ingredients:
   
½ cup rhodiola
½ cup licorice
½ cup ginger root
¼ cup eleuthero
¼ cup star anise
3 pieces astragalus
Brandy, enough to cover the herbs
Black cherry concentrate



High Iron Tincture
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Some women find that at one point or another in their lives they are low in iron. Surprisingly, 
herbs are one of the best ways to get this vital mineral. There are commercial high iron herbal 
tonics, but they can be expensive. Fortunately, it’s easy to make your own. You can make it with 
dried herbs you purchase or fresh herbs that you harvest. All of the herbs are easily found grow-
ing in the wild.

This tincture is easy to take and easy to have on hand wherever you go.

This recipe uses “parts” as measurement. If you are making a small amount, then parts can be 
teaspoons. If you would like to make a larger batch for storage, parts can be tablespoons or cups.

To Make the Tincture

Select a small jar with a wide mouth and a tight fitting lid, such as canning or ball jar. This 
could be 4 ounce, 1/2 pint or pint size depending on the amount of tincture you want to make.

Place enough herbs in the jar until there is at least 1/2 inch of space remaining at the top. Add 
brandy to the top of the jar, using a spoon or knife to push any air bubbles out. Cover tightly 
and place in a dark location for 6 weeks. Strain well with a cheesecloth, reserving the liquid 
and composting the solids. Mix in the molasses. Store in a clean jar with a tight fitting lid. 

Ingredients:
   
3 parts nettles
3 parts yellow dock
1 part alfalfa
1 part dandelion leaf
1 part dandelion root
1 part raspberry leaf
Brandy, enough to cover ingredients
1 part blackstrap molasses



Romance Glycerite
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This is one of those fun herbal recipes. It tastes divine and makes a lovely wedding or anniver-
sary gift. There are many decorative bottles for storing the glycerite.

The chocolate makes the recipe particularly decandent. Be sure to use the darkest chocolate 
syrup you can find. 

This recipe uses “parts” as measurement. If you are making a small amount, then parts can be 
teaspoons. If you would like to make a larger batch for storage, parts can be tablespoons or cups.

To Make the Glycerite

Select a small jar with a wide mouth and a tight fitting lid, such as canning or ball jar. This 
could be 4 ounce, 1/2 pint or pint size depending on the amount you want to make.

Place enough herbs in the jar until there is at least 1/2 inch of space remaining at the top. Add 
glycerin to the top of the jar, using a spoon or knife to push any air bubbles out. Cover tightly 
and place in a dark location for 6 weeks. Strain well with a cheesecloth, reserving the liquid 
and composting the solids. Mix in optional chocolate syrup. Store in a clean jar with a tight 
fitting lid. 

Ingredients:
   
2 parts damiana
1 part rose petals
1 part lavender flowers
1 teaspoon vanilla per pint
Glycerin, enough to cover all 
ingredients
Optional dark chocolate syrup to taste



Heart Healthy Dessert
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Of all the heart healthy desserts, this easy, delicious granita stands out above the rest. It’s made 
from ingredients that are scientifically proven to help improve your heart function.

Granita is just like a sorbet, except that to create the granita you do not need an ice cream maker, 
you only need a blender or food processor. The granita tastes great and is incredibly easy to 
make since there are only a couple of ingredients.

The first ingredient is hawthorn berry. Many herbalists consider hawthorn to be one of the finest 
heart tonics, being both restorative and nourishing to the heart. The second ingredient is blue-
berries which most would consider a common food. Hawthorn is very safe, yet should not be 
consumed on a regular basis by those on heart medication.

To Make the Dessert

Make a strong hawthorn berry tea by placing the hawthorn berries in 1 cup of water. Cover the 
pan and simmer for 10 minutes. Strain and let cool.

In a blender, puree blueberries, honey and hawthorn berry tea until smooth.

Enjoy right away or freeze for later use. Remove from freezer ½ hour before serving.

Ingredients:
   
½ cup dried hawthorn berries, slightly 
crushed
4 cups frozen blueberries
Honey to taste, roughly 2 Tablespoons 
You can substitute agave to make it 
vegan.


